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CoroDrill® 860 with -GM geometry: New standards for multi-material drilling 

 
The CoroDrill® 860 with -GM geometry is a high-performance drilling solution for short holes primarily in 
steel, stainless steel, cast iron and hardened materials. It also performs competitively in HRSA and non-
ferrous materials. The drill offers robust process security, high hole integrity and excellent tool life, 
making it ideal for automotive and general engineering applications. With one drill for all materials, stock 
holding can be minimized, and greater machine flexibility is offered leading to reduced set-up time. 

   
 

 

 

 

 

New machining calculator app 
 
With Sandvik Coromant’s new machining calculator app,  
you will easily calculate optimal cut settings for turning, 
drilling, milling, tapping and reaming. Based on the 
parameters you input, the following calculations can be 
made: 
 

• Cutting speed, Spindle speed, Metal removal rate, 
Power requirement, Time in cut 

 
> Download the app 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Learn more about CoroDrill® 860   
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Free metal cutting e-learning 
The ever-changing world of manufacturing requires 
constant application to keep metal cutting skills fresh. 
Sandvik Coromant’s free metal cutting e-learning will help 
you learn the basics and keep up with the latest 
techniques and technology.  
 

       > Start the e-learning  
 

 

 

 

 

Benefitting from tailor-made tools 
 
A new tool at the push of a button: Spending a few minutes designing a 
customized drill bit led to a drastic reduction in cycle time for Kawasaki 
Precision Machinery. 
 
> Read the full success story 

  

 

Anytime, anywhere, instantly 
 
 Subscribe to Sandvik Coromant’s YouTube channel to enjoy videos with 
the latest metal cutting solutions, tips and tricks, machining knowledge 
and trends. Sit back and see Sandvik Coromant’s tools and solutions in 
action. 
 
> Subscribe to Sandvik Coromant’s YouTube Channel 
 

  

 

Identify tool wear cause with your phone 
 
Wondering what is causing your tool to wear?  
Simply use Sandvik Coromant’s Tool Wear Analyzer app, take a picture 
of the wear and easily compare it with wear types in a repository of 
images. 
 
> Download app here 

  

 

CoroMill® Plura Insights Broadcast 
 
In this broadcast series we take a look at how to use the CoroPlus® 
ToolGuide to get a secure and productive solution for your milling 
operations with solid carbide endmills. 

> Episode 1: Heavy duty machining 
> Episode 2:  Pocket milling 
> Episode 3:  High feed side milling 
> Episode 4:  Thread milling 
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